Service-Learning Center of Excellence  
Campus Field Work  
Bugs Around Your School  

For this activity you will need a reference tool. The smartphone apps “Picture Insect: Bug Identifier,” or “Seek by iNaturalist” (iphone) are excellent resources, but there are many others. You can also use a tablet to take pictures of insects to be ID’ed back in the classroom with a desktop computer. You can use the electronic version of this form and record everything online, or you can record data on paper.

Teachers: if you want butterfly nets or bug viewing jars, please let us know and we will make sure you get them! Also remember, we aren’t going to kill bugs, just learn about them.

In small groups, students will walk around the school building taking pictures of insects that they find on campus. Keep a written record of your insects as you go. Use the form below to keep records.

(continue on to other pages with as many plants as you want)